Company Overview:
Products, Capabilities
and Experience

Empowering
the Clean
Energy-Fueled
Future

Market
Intelligence

Asset
Insight

REsurety is the leading analytics company
empowering the clean energy economy.
Operating at the intersection of weather, power
markets and financial modeling, we enable the
industry’s decision makers to thrive with
best-in-class value and risk intelligence, and the
tools to act on it.
With the world’s most sophisticated clean
energy investors, advisors, buyers, and
developers as clients and 7,000 MW of
transactions closed, REsurety empowers our
clients to prosper in the dynamic, data-driven,
clean energy-fueled future.

Tools
for Action
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Our Experience By The Numbers
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What Our Clients Are Saying
“REsurety’s data and analytics empower us to offer best-in-class
risk management tools to clean energy markets.”
– Maria Rapin, CEO, Nephila Climate

“REsurety’s products represent the future of the renewable energy industry.”
– Jim Howell, CEO & Co-Founder, Birch Infrastructure

“REsurety is tackling a fundamental data gap we have all been grappling with.”
– David Scaysbrook, Managing Partner, Quinbrook Infrastructure Partners
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Our Clients Include
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Products & Services:
Risk Management
Hedge Origination & Structuring
REsurety provides a comprehensive risk management toolkit, supporting diverse customer types and a
range of risk tolerances.

For
Clean
Energy
Sellers

Revenue Swap
Description: Fixed $ contract,
frequently used to support
project financing
Use Case: New & existing
merchant projects seeking
revenue certainty
Experience:
>2,000 MW Closed

For
Clean
Energy
Buyers

PPA

Balance of Hedge

Description: Fixed $/MWh
contract, frequently
used to support project
financing

Description: Fixed $ or $/MWh
contract that mitigates the
residual volume and market
price risks of a traditional hedge

Use Case: New & existing
merchant projects seeking
revenue certainty

Use Case: New & existing projects
with hedges seeking additional
revenue certainty

Experience:
>2,000 MW Closed

Experience:
~500 MW Closed

Volume Firming
Agreement

Settlement Guarantee
Agreement
Description: Fixed payment contract enabling
the transfer of uncertain future PPA settlements to
a hedge provider

Description: Financial firming of PPA settlements,
helping clean energy buyers transfer volume and
shape risks

Use Case: Buyers seeking to eliminate financial
exposure to the commodity and weather-driven
volatility of PPA settlements

Use Case: Buyers seeking to improve efficacy of
intermittent PPA as a hedge on electricity costs

Experience: ~50 MW Closed

Experience: ~900 MW Closed
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Products & Services:
Risk Management
Transaction Services
REsurety provides settlement calculation, valuation and compliance reporting services:

Settlement:

Valuation:

Reporting:

Calculation of settlement payments,
including separation of operational
and weather-driven gains and losses

Automated, dynamic forward
valuation of contracts for accounting
and compliance purposes

Reporting of creation and continuation
data for Dodd-Frank compliance

Advisory Services
Some problems can’t be solved with an out-of-the-box solution. Contact us today to learn more about how we can
help you understand and manage your clean energy risks.
What we advise on:

Asset value,
forecasting and
risk assessment

Portfolio
optimization and
hedging strategy

Contract
performance
auditing

Products & Services:
Software
REsurety’s software products leverage our unique expertise at the intersection of atmospheric science, power
market modeling and big data. Billions of data points are integrated, quality controlled and analyzed to provide
the ﬁnancial metrics that are critical to renewable energy decision makers’ success.

Market Intelligence: REmap
REmap oﬀers unprecedented market analytics and unrivaled, data-driven insight into the ﬁnancial performance
of clean energy markets, assets and contracts.
VISUALIZE & COMMUNICATE market risks and trends
to stakeholders with quick and transparent access to
regional metrics and project-speciﬁc data.
EVALUATE & DILIGENCE revenue and generation
before spending time and money on third party analysis
or reports.
DOWNLOAD hourly generation and price time series
with a click to seamlessly integrate into your workﬂow.

30+

metrics
per project

14,000
projects

50,000+
price
locations

“REmap is a sea-change in the access to quantity and quality of data.”
– Joan Hutchinson, Managing Director, Marathon Capital
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Products & Services: Software
Asset Insight: REview
REview helps you quickly and accurately track, audit, and explain your speciﬁc asset’s ﬁnancial and
environmental performance. In a world where “set it and forget it” no longer applies, REsurety’s powerful
suite of analytics enables best-in-class management of clean energy contracts, assets, and portfolios.

MONITOR asset performance and track
your full portfolio in one place and in near
real-time.
AUDIT results to quickly flag invoice
errors, project availability, and impacts of
operational performance.
EXPLAIN drivers of revenue or cost and
quantify the financial and environmental
impacts of operating decisions.

Carbon Impact: Locational Marginal Emissions
REsurety’s patent-pending Locational Marginal Emissions (LME) technology calculates the historical
carbon emissions or abatement at each node with hourly granularity, bringing unparalleled accuracy to
measuring how your clean energy purchases, load centers, or other sustainability decisions directly impact
decarbonization goals.

MEASURE carbon emissions abated by your actual or planned
clean energy purchases or resulting from load center operations.
MAXIMIZE decarbonization by selecting the highest carbon
impact project locations.

“REsurety’s LME data give us the transparency we need to
make climate-wise investments.”
– Brian Janous, GM of Energy and Renewables, Microsoft
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Thought Leadership

The “P99 Hedge”
That Wasn’t

Proxy Generation
PPAs

Accounting Primer
for C&I Renewable
Energy Buyers

The “P99 Hedge” That Wasn’t:
2020 Update

Locational Marginal
Emissions: A Force
Multiplier for the Carbon
Impact of Sustainability
Programs

Friends Don’t Let
Friends Use 8760s…
at least not for
revenue modeling

In the News
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For General Inquiries:
info@resurety.com

For
Risk-Transfer:

• Visit our website at resurety.com/risk
• Email us at risk@resurety.com

For
Carbon Impact:

• Visit our website at resurety.com/carbon
• Email us at carbon@resurety.com

For
REmap or REview:

• Visit our website at resurety.com/remap
• Email us at remap@resurety.com

53 State St, 26th Floor
Boston, MA 02109
resurety.com
Copyright © 2021 REsurety

Certain risk management tools offered by REsurety, Inc. (“REsurety”) involve utilizing products and transactions regulated by the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(“CFTC”). Such tools involve risk and are not suitable for all clients. All information, communications, publications, reports, and other materials, including but not limited
to, this overview, which may be utilized or distributed by REsurety, should be construed and considered solicitations relative to entering into a derivatives transaction.
Trading commodity interest products, which include swaps, involves substantial risk of loss and may not be suitable for all investors. You should carefully consider whether
trading is suitable for you in light of your circumstances, knowledge, and financial resources. You may lose all or more of your initial investment. Opinions, market data, and
recommendations are subject to change at any time. Past performance is not indicative of future results. REsurety does not distribute research reports, employ research
analysts, or maintain a research department as defined by CFTC Regulation 1.71.

